Since Sanford's inception in 1857, the keystone for our success has been
innovation and quality. From a small company producing and marketing inks and
glue, we’ve grown to be the leading manufacturer of writing instruments. Today,
we offer a wide variety of familiar brands, which are relied upon by kids to
professionals, young and old alike.

The #1 permanent marker world-wide! Mark almost anything with
bright, lasting color! Sharpie® Marker's tough, resilient tip produces a
quick ink flow that dries fast, resists water and stays permanently on
most surfaces.

Learning is hard work, and Sharpie Accent® products can simplify
your quest for knowledge. Whether you're an office worker, business
person or student, time is a precious commodity. By highlighting
information that's most important to you, Sharpie Accent products
save you valuable time.

Paper Mate® products combine innovative technology with advanced
ergonomic design. An essential and indispensable communication tool
in today's high tech world. For a smooth & comfortable writing
experience.

Write it on, wipe it off. EXPO® dry erase products are America's #1
choice. Whether you work in a classroom, office, or at home, EXPO
products exceed the most demanding standards. EXPO adds color and
impact to presentations, and EXPO works just as hard at home on your
message board. EXPO, the gold standard in dry erase.
Embrace the absolute comfort of a uni-ball® pen for a truly smooth
writing experience. uni-ball Roller was the first metal point roller pen
and still the undisputed preferred choice. As smooth and responsive as
a high quality fountain pen without the mess. Our distinctive,
contemporary designs deliver a reliable, smooth writing experience.
uni-ball makes you feel great about writing.
DYMO® is fast-becoming the worldwide leader in providing
innovative labeling solutions that help people organize and identify
their world: home, office or worksite.
DYMO offers a complete range of products, from simple embossers,
manual label makers and desktop products to industrial portables and
computer-connected products. And DYMO label makers offer diverse
functionality, including: bar coding, address checking, and much
more.
Rolodex® is the organizational authority when it comes to innovative,
easy-to-use products for the home, office and in transit.
When you think of managing your business cards, you undoubtedly
think Rolodex. For more than 50 years, we've helped you network to
your next promotion, kept important numbers at your fingertips and to
stay connected with what matters to you. Knowing what matters and
staying on task can be a challenge. Rolodex is ready for it. We are
revolutionizing the way you organize your workspace and home life to
help bring balance back to your world.
With new workspace accessories designed to bring stylish
functionality to your desk and exciting new additions to our classic
products, you can trust Rolodex to help get you organized. Because
when you're organized you can... go live your life.
As your eyes behold one of these fine writing instruments, their
sophisticated appearance alone will whisper to your soul, urging you
to write eloquently. Distinctive instruments that embody a professional
image. Parker® exquisite designs and comfortable form enhances the
function of this finely crafted line of writing instruments. Writing with
a Parker pen is an experience beyond words.

Lewis Edson Waterman invented a fountain pen in 1883 that was
superior to all others available, because it didn't leak. More than a
century later, Waterman® retains its reputation for creating
exceptional, distinctive writing instruments. Designed with technical
excellence and quality craftsmanship, Waterman offers a full range of
styles to suite your discriminating tastes. Whether you prefer
traditional or contemporary styling, simple elegance or ornate
detailing, Waterman is the quintessential choice.

Artist and designer input has lead to Prismacolor® products' design
and incredible, reliable performance. With proven strength and a full
range of brilliant of colors, professionals depend on Prismacolor art
products. Prismacolor's product line includes art markers, pastels and
the world's leading brand of professional art pencils.

Our global vision is to be the consumer's preferred choice worldwide
in correction products by offering world- class innovation, quality,
value, and service.

You'll discover a wide variety of home and office organization products, with brand
names like Eldon, Rolodex, Rubbermaid & Rodgers.

